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Abstract
Given a spectral triple ðA;H; DÞ; the functionals on A of the form a/toðajDjaÞ are
studied, where to is a singular trace, and o is a generalised limit. When to is the Dixmier trace,
the unique exponent d giving rise possibly to a non-trivial functional is called Hausdorff
dimension, and the corresponding functional the (d-dimensional) Hausdorff functional.
It is shown that the Hausdorff dimension d coincides with the abscissa of convergence of the
zeta function of jDj1; and that the set of a’s for which there exists a singular trace to giving
rise to a non trivial functional is an interval containing d: Moreover, the endpoints of such
traceability interval have a dimensional interpretation. The functionals corresponding to
points in the traceability interval are called Hausdorff–Besicovitch functionals.
These deﬁnitions are tested on fractals in R; by computing the mentioned quantities and
showing in many cases their correspondence with classical objects. In particular, for self-
similar fractals the traceability interval consists only of the Hausdorff dimension, and the
corresponding Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional gives rise to the Hausdorff measure. More
generally, for any limit fractal, the described functionals do not depend on the generalized
limit o:
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0. Introduction
The concept of spectral triple, introduced by Alain Connes as a framework for
noncommutative geometry [6], is wide enough to describe nonsmooth, or even
fractal spaces. While further axioms can be, and have been, added to describe the
noncommutative analogues of Riemannian (or spin) manifolds (see [16] and
references therein), spectral triples have been attached to fractals in R and to
quasi-circles, and, using the Hausdorff dimension as the exponent for the
inﬁnitesimal length element, and the Dixmier trace, Connes, resp. Connes–Sullivan
proved that one obtains the Hausdorff measure for Cantor sets, resp. quasi-circles
(cf. [6, IV.3]). Our aim in this paper is twofold. On the one hand we intend to show
how spectral triples can provide a framework for noncommutative Hausdorff–
Besicovitch theory. On the other hand, we investigate how the noncommutative
quantities we introduce give back classical known quantities, or even produce new
ones, when applied to spectral triples associated to fractals. Let us recall that a
spectral triple ðA;H; DÞ consists of a -algebraA acting on a Hilbert spaceH and
of a self-adjoint operator D with compact resolvent, the Dirac operator, such that
½D; a is bounded for any aAA: Concerning the ﬁrst point, we deﬁne, as suggested by
the examples of Connes, the a-dimensional Hausdorff functional as the functional
a/TroðajDjaÞ; where Tro denotes the Dixmier trace, namely the singular trace
summing logarithmic divergences. Once Hausdorff functionals are deﬁned, the
Hausdorff dimension of a spectral triple is easily deﬁned (cf. Deﬁnition 2.6). We
show moreover that such dimension is equal to the abscissa of convergence of the
zeta function of jDj1; zjDj1ðsÞ ¼ tr jDjs: This result turns out to be a useful formula
for computing the Hausdorff dimension, and also opens the way to general
Tauberian formulas for singular traces [24], see also [5] for related results. However
our main goal here is to enlarge the class of geometric measures, in the same way as
Besicovitch measures generalize Hausdorff measures. Let us recall that the
Hausdorff–Besicovitch measures replace the power law for the volume of the balls
of the Hausdorff measures with a general inﬁnitesimal behaviour. Following the idea
that the power-like asymptotics for mnðjDjÞ; which give rise to nontrivial logarithmic
Dixmier traces, are the noncommutative counterpart of the power-like asymptotics
of the volume of the balls with small radius, which corresponds to some nontrivial
Hausdorff measure, it is clear that, in order to deﬁne Hausdorff–Besicovitch
functionals, we have to pass from the logarithmic singular trace to a general singular
trace. The trace theorem of Connes [6, IV.2] shows that the logarithmic Dixmier
trace produces a trace functional on the C-algebra A; corresponding to the
Riemann volume on manifolds. The proof of this theorem given in [8] however,
works for any positive trace functional whose domain contains the principal ideal
generated by jDj1; which is singular, namely vanishes on ﬁnite rank operators,
and for which the Ho¨lder inequality holds. We show here that Ho¨lder inequality
holds for any singular trace, possibly up to a constant (cf. the appendix), namely
any such trace produces a Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional on A: Then a
new question arises: given a spectral triple ðA;H; DÞ; characterize the set
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fa40: jDja is singularly traceableg; namely describe when nontrivial Hausdorff–
Besicovitch functionals can be produced. We give a complete answer to this
question, namely prove that such set is a relatively closed interval in ð0;NÞ; whose
endpoints
%
d and d coincide with the Matuszewska indices of the eigenvalue function
of jDj1; and satisfy
%
dpdpd; where d denotes the Hausdorff dimension of the
spectral triple. This means in particular that when d is ﬁnite nonzero, it gives rise to a
nontrivial Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional (see Theorem 2.4). Besides, when the
traceability exponent is unique, it has to coincide with the Hausdorff dimension. We
remark that the singular trace associated with d is not necessarily logarithmic
Dixmier, indeed jDjd may also be trace class. The existence of a nontrivial
Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional on jDjd therefore depends essentially on the fact
that all singular traces are allowed, not only those vanishing on L1 (cf. [1]). The
quantities
%
d; d mentioned above exhibit some dimensional behaviour (cf. Theorem
2.10), therefore we shall call them minimal, resp. maximal, dimension of the
spectral triple. In order to understand if these quantities, which have been introduced
in a purely noncommutative fashion, have a commutative counterpart, we
need to pass to the second part of this note, namely to test our deﬁnitions on
some fractal sets. In this paper we conﬁne our attention to fractals in R; namely to
totally disconnected compact subsets of R with no isolated points. Even
though fractals in R are not interesting from the point of view of fractal
diffusions, they constitute a quite general class for our purposes, allowing very
general situations from the point of view of Hausdorff–Besicovitch theory.
Indeed this class, or better the class of their complements, the so-called fractal
strings, constituted the ﬁrst playground of the analysis of Lapidus and collaborators
[29]. The study of fractals in Rn from the point of view of noncommutative
geometry will be the object of a forthcoming paper [21]. A simple spectral
triple, which we call the ‘‘lacunary’’ spectral triple, can be associated to fractals
in R; following the analysis of Connes [6, IV.3.e]. We show here some measure
theoretic properties of such a triple. In particular, for any fractal in R; its upper
box dimension coincides with the Hausdorff dimension d of its lacunary spectral
triple. When the fractal is d-Minkowski measurable, a result in [30] implies that the
singular traceability exponent is unique and equal to d; and the corresponding
functional is the Hausdorff functional. By making use of recent results of He and
Lapidus [25], we also prove that for h-Minkowski measurable fractals the singular
traceability exponent is unique, the corresponding functional being not necessarily
Hausdorff. However, the lacunary spectral triple does not reconstruct the original
metric on the fractal unless the fractal has zero Lebesgue measure. Following an
idea of Connes [7], we propose here a new spectral triple for a wide class of fractals
in R; which we call limit fractals, and can be seen as a subclass of the so-called
random fractals [31]. Such a triple has the advantage of retaining all the
measure theoretic properties of the lacunary spectral triple for limit fractals, and
moreover reconstructs the original metric without any further assumption. This
‘‘complete’’ spectral triple can be described as a direct sum of the lacunary spectral
triple above, and a ‘‘ﬁlled’’ spectral triple, which we proposed in [20] as a spectral
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triple for limit fractals in Rn: Indeed, all measure-theoretic properties of limit
fractals we prove here for the complete spectral triple are valid for the direct
summand triples. The simplest case of a limit fractal is a self-similar fractal. We
show that for any self-similar fractal, the singular traceability exponent is unique,
and the associated Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional is indeed the Hausdorff
functional, and coincides (up to a constant) with the Hausdorff measure. The
uniqueness result above in the case of the lacunary triple is not implied by
the analogous result in the Minkowski measurable case, since not all self-similar
fractals are Minkowski measurable (cf. [14]). The fact that the Hausdorff
functional for the lacunary triple reconstructs the Hausdorff measure has been
shown in [6, IV.3.e] for Cantor-like fractals, and is proved here in the general case
(Theorem 4.15). Then we show that, for limit fractals, the value of the singular
trace on the elements f jDja; f being a continuous function, does not depend on
the generalized limit procedure (measurability in the sense of Connes), namely
the Hausdorff–Besicovitch functionals are well deﬁned. We remark, in passing,
that an analogous measurability result has been recently proved by Kigami and
Lapidus [28]. They consider some class of self-similar fractals, for which a Laplacian
on the fractal can be constructed as a generator of a Dirichlet form, and prove
that the functional f-Troð fDaÞ; where a40 is related to the self-similar
dimension, does not depend on o: Returning to this paper, we show that, in some
cases (translation fractals), the noncommutative Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional
coincides with the restriction to the fractal of a Hausdorff–Besicovitch measure
on R (cf. [27]). For uniformly generated symmetric fractals, we are able to
compute explicitly
%
d and d; and this provides an evidence of a classical interpretation
for these numbers. In fact in [22], we deﬁne upper and lower pointwise tangential
dimensions for fractals in Rn: These dimensions are deﬁned by means of the box
dimensions of the balls of the tangent sets at a point, where a tangent set of F at x is
any limit, for l-N; of the l-dilations of F around x; in a suitable topology. We
show in [22] that, for the uniformly generated symmetric fractals considered here
(cf. Theorem 4.20), the upper, resp. lower, tangential dimension does not depend on
x; and coincides with d; resp.
%
d: We notice here that while our motivation for
introducing the tangential dimensions was the attempt of ﬁnding a classical
counterpart of
%
d and d; the description given above has been largely inﬂuenced by the
notion of micro-set of Furstenberg, as we heard it in his talk at Graz [13]. We
conclude by mentioning that two of the results proved here have an interest in the
general study of singular traces. The ﬁrst is the Ho¨lder inequality, which we prove
here for a general singular trace. In contrast with the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
whose proof is purely algebraic, Ho¨lder inequality requires the characterization of
singular traces contained in [17]. The second is the complete description of the
singular traceability exponents, which is based, and indeed generalises, the
characterization of singular traceability given in [1]. Recently, we became aware of
a related result contained in [11], where non-positive trace functionals on BðHÞ are
studied. Put together, these results suggest that the exponents of singular traceability
for positive singular traces should coincide with those for nonpositive ones.
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This paper is divided into four sections. The ﬁrst two sections concern integration
for spectral triples, the ﬁrst containing the necessary technicalities on nonincreasing
inﬁnitesimal functions and the second the relevant results. The last two sections
concern fractals in R; which are described in Section 3 from the classical point of
view, while Section 4 contains the results of our noncommutative analysis. Ho¨lder
inequality for singular traces is proved in the Appendix. The results of this work
have been presented in several international conferences in the period 2000–2001.
Some of them have been announced in the Proceedings of a Conference in Siena,
July 2000, [20].
1. Nonincreasing inﬁnitesimal functions
As is well known [3], we may associate, via nonincreasing rearrangement,
a non-increasing inﬁnitesimal function m deﬁned on the interval ½0;NÞ to any
compact operator on a Hilbert space. In this section we treat some properties
of the functions in this class, which we will extensively use in the following sections
in order to get results concerning compact operators and singular traces. Let M be
the class of nonincreasing right-continuous inﬁnitesimal functions m deﬁned
on the interval ½0;NÞ; and F be the class of nondecreasing right-continuous
functions f on R; which are bounded from below and unbounded from above.
Clearly, the map
mðxÞ/f ðtÞ ¼ log mðetÞ; ð1:1Þ
and mð0Þ :¼ limx-0þ mðxÞ; gives a bijection between these two classes. Given fAF ; we
consider the following asymptotic indices:
%
dð f Þ ¼ lim
h-N
lim sup
t-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
 1
;
dð f Þ ¼ lim
h-N
lim inf
t-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
 1
;
%
dð f Þ ¼ lim sup
t-N
f ðtÞ
t
 1
;
dð f Þ ¼ lim inf
t-N
f ðtÞ
t
 1
:
According to the previously mentioned correspondence between M and F ;
we shall write
%
dðmÞ; dðmÞ;
%
dðmÞ; dðmÞ as well. Let us observe that these last
two indices are the Matuszewska indices of the function m (cf. e.g. [4]). Some
of the properties below may be known, but we prove them for the sake of
completeness.
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1.1. Properties of the asymptotic indices
Proposition 1.1. For any fAF ; the limits in the definitions of
%
d; d exist, and the
following relations hold:
%
dð f Þ ¼ inf
h40
lim sup
t-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
 1
p
%
dð f Þ
p dð f Þp sup
h40
lim inf
t-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
 1
¼ dð f Þ:
Proof. Let us set gðhÞ ¼ lim supt-N f ðtþhÞf ðtÞh : Then we have
gðnhÞ ¼ lim sup
t-N
1
n
Xn
k¼1
f ðt þ khÞ  f ðt þ ðk  1ÞhÞ
h
p 1
n
Xn
k¼1
lim sup
t-N
f ðt þ khÞ  f ðt þ ðk  1ÞhÞ
h
¼ gðhÞ: ð1:2Þ
Let us denote by ½sr the r-integer part of s; namely ½sr ¼ r½sr: Since f is increasing,
for any inﬁnite sequence hn we get
lim sup
n
gðhnÞ ¼ lim sup
n
gð½hnrÞ; lim infn gðhnÞ ¼ lim infn gð½hnrÞ:
Now assume, ad absurdum, that lim suph-N gðhÞ4lim infh-N gðhÞ: Then we
can ﬁnd two sequences hi and h
0
i such that gðhiÞ-lim infh-N gðhÞ;
gðh0iÞ-lim suph-N gðhÞ; and gðhiÞogðh0jÞ for any i; j: But
lim
j
gðh0jÞ ¼ lim
j
gð½h0jhiÞ ¼ limj g hi
h0j
hi
  
pgðhiÞ;
which is absurd. The proof for
%
g is analogous.
Now we prove the relations. By Eq. (1.2) and the existence of the limit
of gðhÞ when h-N; we have that limh-N gðhÞ ¼ infhX0 gðhÞ; namely the ﬁrst
equation.
Since f is increasing, we get
lim sup
t-N
f ðtÞ
t
¼ lim sup
t-N
f ð½thÞ
½th
;
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therefore, setting ak ¼ f ðkhÞf ððk1ÞhÞh ; we have, for any h40;
lim sup
t-N
f ðtÞ
t
¼ lim sup
n
f ðnhÞ
nh
¼ lim sup
n
1
n
Xn
k¼1
ak þ f ð0Þ
nh
 !
p lim sup
k
akp lim sup
t-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
;
or, equivalently,
lim sup
t-N
f ðtÞ
t
p inf
hX0
gðhÞ;
which is the ﬁrst inequality of the statement.
The last equality, resp. inequality of the statement are proved analogously. &
Lemma 1.2.
%
dð f Þ1 ¼ lim sup
t;h-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
; ð1:3Þ
dð f Þ1 ¼ lim inf
t;h-N
f ðt þ hÞ  f ðtÞ
h
: ð1:4Þ
Proof. Setting jðt; hÞ :¼ f ðtþhÞf ðtÞ
h
; we have to show lim supt;h-N jðt; hÞ ¼
limh-N lim supt-N jðt; hÞ: Assume limh-N lim supt-N jðt; hÞ ¼ LAR: Let e40;
then there is he40 such that, for any h4he; lim supt-N jðt; hÞ4L  e=2; hence, for
any t040 there is t ¼ tðh; t0Þ; such that jðt; hÞ4L  e: Hence, for any h040; t040
there exist h4h0; t4t0 such that jðt; hÞ4L  e; namely lim supt;h-N jðt; hÞXL:
Conversely, assume lim supt;h-N jðt; hÞ ¼ L0AR; and choose tn; hn such that
limn-N jðtn; hnÞ ¼ L0: For any r40; let us denote by fsgr :¼ rfsrg; where fsg is the
least integer no less than s: Then, for any h40; with p denoting fhngh
h
; we have
jðtn; hnÞp fhngh
hn
jðtn; fhnghÞ ¼
fhngh
hn
1
p
Xp1
j¼0
jðtn þ jh; hÞ
p fhngh
hn
max
j¼0yp1
jðtn þ jh; hÞpfhngh
hn
sup
tXtn
jðt; hÞ:
Hence, for n-N; we get L0plim supt-N jðt; hÞ; which implies the equality. The
other cases are treated analogously. &
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Now we introduce the notion of eccentricity for a function mAM: It is motivated
by the fact that a positive compact operator (cf. next section) is singularly traceable if
and only if its eigenvalue function is eccentric.
Deﬁnition 1.3. Given a function mAM; we deﬁne its integral function S as
SðxÞ ¼ S
mðxÞ :¼ R x0 mðyÞ dy; meL1½0;NÞ;
SkðxÞ :¼ RN
x
mðyÞ dy; mAL1½0;NÞ:
(
A function mAM is eccentric if 1 is a limit point, when x-N; of the function
SðlxÞ
SðxÞ ;
for some l41: Note that if it is true for one l; it is indeed true for any l41; cf. [17].
It was proved in [19] that dðmÞ ¼ 1 is a sufﬁcient condition for m to be eccentric.
Theorem 1.4. Let m be a function in M. Then the following ( possibly infinite) quantities
coincide with dðmÞ:
d1 ¼ sup a40: lim sup
x-N
R x
0 mðtÞa dt
log x
¼N

 
;
d2 ¼ inf a40: limx-N
R x
0 mðtÞa dt
log x
¼ 0

 
;
d3 ¼ inf a40:
Z x
0
mðtÞa dtoN

 
;
d4 ¼ lim inf
t-N
log 1=mðtÞ
log t
 1
:
Proof. Set
O1 ¼ a40: lim sup
x-N
R x
0 mðtÞa dt
log x
¼N

 
;
O2 ¼ a40: limx-N
R x
0 mðtÞa dt
log x
¼ 0

 
;
O3 ¼ a40:
Z x
0
mðtÞa dtoN

 
:
d1pd2: If aAO1; then ð0; aDO1; if bAO2; then ½b;NÞDO2; and O1-O2 ¼ |; hence
O1 and O2 are separated classes: O1pO2:
d2pd3: If aAO3 then aAO2; namely O3DO2:
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d3pd4: Let aðtÞ ¼ log 1=mðtÞlogðtÞ ; namely mðtÞ ¼ taðtÞ and lim inf t-N aðtÞ ¼ 1=d4: If
a4d4; then lim inf t-N aaðtÞ ¼ a=d441; hence there exists b41 such that aaðtÞXb
for t sufﬁciently large. Therefore
Z N
0
mðtÞa dt ¼
Z N
0
taaðtÞ dtpconst þ
Z N
t0
tb dtoN;
which implies aAO3; namely ðd4;NÞCO3:
d4pd1: We may assume d440; namely 1=d4oN: Now let cA½0;NÞ be a limit
point, for t-N; of the function log 1=mðtÞ
logðtÞ ; namely ck :¼ log 1=mðtkÞlog tk -c; for a suitable
sequence tk-N: We have mðtkÞ ¼ tckk : Let now ao1=c (possibly 1=c ¼N), namely
ack-aco1; and choose e40 such that ackp1 e eventually. ThenZ tk
0
mðtÞa dtXtkmðtkÞa ¼ tk  tackk Xtek:
Therefore
R tk
1 mðtÞa dt
log tk
X
tek
log tk
-N;
which means that aAO1; i.e. ð0; 1=cÞDO1 and d1X1=c:
The equality d4 ¼ d follows immediately from the deﬁnitions. &
We want to show that ma is eccentric iff aA½
%
d; d-ð0;NÞ; thus giving a meaning to
the quantities
%
d; d:
Theorem 1.5. Let m be in M, a be a positive number. If ma is eccentric, then aA½
%
d; d:
Proof. Let ao
%
dðmÞ: The ﬁrst equality in Proposition 1.1 says that ao
%
dðmÞ if and only
if aosuph40 ðlim supt-N f ðtþhÞf ðtÞh Þ1; namely if and only if there exists h40 such
that aoðlim supt-N f ðtþhÞf ðtÞh Þ1; or, equivalently, using the function m associated
with f ; if there exists l41 for which
l lim inf
t-N
mðltÞa
mðtÞa 41:
Now observe that, by the inequalities in Proposition 1.1, aod; hence, by
Theorem 1.4, maeL1: Therefore
SmaðlxÞ
SmaðxÞ ¼
l
R x
0 mðltÞa dtR x
0 mðtÞa dt
¼ l
R x
0 ðmðltÞmðtÞ ÞamðtÞa dtR x
0 mðtÞa dt
;
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hence
lim infx-N
SmaðlxÞ
SmaðxÞXl lim infx-N
mðlxÞ
mðxÞ
 a
41;
which implies that ma is not eccentric.
The proof for a4dðmÞ is analogous. &
To prove the converse direction, we need some preliminary results.
Proposition 1.6. 1 is a limit point of SðxÞ
Sð2xÞ if and only if lim inf
xmðxÞ
SðxÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Assume ﬁrst m is not summable, i.e. SðxÞ ¼ SmðxÞ: Then the thesis follows by
the following inequalities:
Smð2xÞ
SmðxÞ  1p
xmðxÞ
SmðxÞ;
2xmð2xÞ
Smð2xÞp 2
Smð2xÞ  SmðxÞ
Smð2xÞ ¼ 2 1
SmðxÞ
Smð2xÞ
 
:
When m is summable, i.e. SðxÞ ¼ SkðxÞ; we have, analogously,
1 S
kð2xÞ
SkðxÞp
xmðxÞ
SkðxÞ;
2xmð2xÞ
Skð2xÞp 2
SkðxÞ
Skð2xÞ  1
 
and the thesis follows. &
Proposition 1.7. If inf t
tmðtÞ
SmðtÞ ¼ k40 for any t40; then %d41:
Proof. Since m is the derivative of Sm; the hypothesis means that
d
dt
log SmðtÞXk
t
; 8t:
Integrating on the interval ½x; lx one gets
SmðlxÞXlkSmðxÞ:
Since xmðxÞ
SmðxÞp1; one obtains
mðxÞ
mðlxÞp
SmðxÞ
x
kSmðlxÞ
lx
pl
1k
k
:
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As a consequence,
%
d1 ¼ lim
l-N
1
log l
lim sup
x-N
log
mðxÞ
mðlxÞ
p lim
l-N
log k þ ð1 kÞ log l
log l
¼ 1 ko1: &
Proposition 1.8. If inf t
tmðtÞ
SkðtÞ ¼ k40 for any t40; then do1:
Proof. Since m is the derivative of Sk; we may prove, in analogy with the previous
Proposition, that
SkðlxÞplkSkðxÞ:
Since SkðtÞX R 2t
t
mðsÞ dsXtmð2tÞ; which implies xmð2xÞ
SkðxÞp1; one obtains
mð2lxÞ
mðxÞ p
SkðlxÞ
lx
kSkðxÞ
x
pl
1k
k
;
namely
mðxÞ
mðlxÞXk
l
2
 1þk
:
As a consequence,
d
1 ¼ lim
l-N
1
log l
lim inf
x-N
log
mðxÞ
mðlxÞ
X lim
l-N
log k þ ð1þ kÞ log 2þ ð1þ kÞ log l
log l
¼ 1þ k41: &
Theorem 1.9. The set of the eccentricity exponents of m is the interval whose endpoints
are
%
dðmÞ; dðmÞ and is relatively closed in ð0;NÞ:
Proof. Assume mg is not eccentric.
If mgeL1; then inf t
tmðtÞgR t
0
mðsÞg ds
40 for any t40: Therefore, by Proposition 1.7,
1o
%
dðmgÞ ¼ 1g %dðmÞ; i.e. go%dðmÞ:
If mgAL1; then inf t
tmðtÞgRN
t
mðsÞg ds40 for any t40: Therefore, by Proposition 1.8,
14dðmgÞ ¼ 1g dðmÞ; i.e. g4dðmÞ:
The converse implication is contained in Theorem 1.5. &
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1.2. Direct sums of infinitesimal functions
Let f ; g be two real valued measurable functions deﬁned on the measure spaces A
and B respectively. We say (cf. [3]) that g is a rearrangement of f if there is a measure
preserving bijection j from the support of f to the support of g and f ¼ g3j: The
nonincreasing rearrangement f  of f is deﬁned as the unique nonincreasing, right
continuous rearrangement of f on ½0;NÞ with the Lebesgue measure. It is known
that f  can be deﬁned as f ðtÞ :¼ inffsX0: lf ðsÞptg; tX0; where lf ðtÞ is the measure
of fx: f ðxÞ4tg: Consider now the following binary operation on M: let a; bAM;
and set a"b to be the nonincreasing rearrangement of *aþ *b; where *a and *b
have disjoint supports and a; resp. b is the nonincreasing rearrangement of *a; resp. *b:
This operation is well deﬁned, namely does not depend on the rearrangements
*a and *b: Indeed l*aþ *b ¼ l*a þ l *b ¼ la þ lb: The need for this operation relies on
Proposition 2.9 below.
Proposition 1.10. Let a; b be elements of M. Then
%
dða"bÞ ¼
%
dða3bÞ; ð1:5Þ
dða"bÞ ¼ dða3bÞ; ð1:6Þ
%
dða"bÞ ¼
%
dða3bÞ; ð1:7Þ
dða"bÞ ¼ dða3bÞ: ð1:8Þ
Proof. We have a ¼ ð*aÞpð*aþ *bÞ ¼ a"b and analogously for b; therefore we get
ða3bÞðxÞpða"bÞðxÞ: ð1:9Þ
Moreover, since ða þ bÞðs þ tÞpaðsÞ þ bðtÞ (cf. [3]), we have
ða"bÞð2xÞp2ða3bÞðxÞ; ð1:10Þ
from which equalities (1.5)–(1.8) follow immediately. &
Proposition 1.11. Let a; b be elements of M. Then
%
dða"bÞX
%
dðaÞ4
%
dðbÞ; ð1:11Þ
dða"bÞpdðaÞ3dðbÞ; ð1:12Þ
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%
dða"bÞX
%
dðaÞ3
%
dðbÞ; ð1:13Þ
dða"bÞ ¼ dðaÞ3dðbÞ: ð1:14Þ
Proof. We have
dða"bÞ1 ¼ dða3bÞ1
¼ lim inf
x-N
logðaðxÞ3bðxÞÞ
log x
¼ lim inf
x-N
log aðxÞ
log x
4log bðxÞ
log x
 
¼ dðaÞ14dðbÞ1;
which shows Eq. (1.14). Inequality (1.13) is proved analogously.
Using (1.5), we get
%
dða"bÞ1 ¼ lim
l-N
1
log l
lim sup
x-N
log
ða3bÞðxÞ
ða3bÞðlxÞ
¼ lim
l-N
lim sup
x-N
 ðlog aðxÞ3log bðxÞÞ þ ðlog aðlxÞ4 log bðlxÞÞ
log l
; ð1:15Þ
from which, observing that ða3bÞ þ ðc4dÞpða þ cÞ3ðb þ dÞ; we get (1.11). Making
use of ða þ cÞ4ðb þ dÞpða3bÞ þ ðc4dÞ; inequality (1.12) is proved. &
Theorem 1.12. The interval ½
%
dða"bÞ; dða"bÞ is contained in the interval
½
%
dðaÞ4
%
dðbÞ; dðaÞ3dðbÞ: This estimate is optimal, namely the equality may happen,
but the interval may shrink to a point ð¼ dða"bÞÞ in some cases.
Proof. The ﬁrst statement immediately follows from Proposition 1.11. The estimate
is optimal e.g. in the case of Proposition 1.13. The interval shrinks to a point in the
following example.
Making use of identiﬁcation (1.1), the two functions may be equivalently described
by two non-decreasing functions f ; g: By Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6), the direct sum now
corresponds to f4g: Let us choose f and g as follows: choose a sequence of intervals
In ¼ ðan; anþ1; nAN; with increasing length, set f ðtÞ ¼ t for tAIn; n even, and f ðtÞ ¼
anþ1 for tAIn; n odd. It is easy to check that
%
dð f Þ ¼ 0 and dð f Þ ¼ þN: Conversely,
choose gðtÞ ¼ t for tAIn; n odd, and gðtÞ ¼ anþ1 for tAIn; n even. Again,
%
dðgÞ ¼ 0 and
dðgÞ ¼ þN: Moreover, ð f4gÞðtÞ ¼ t; therefore the corresponding interval shrinks
to the point f1g: &
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For the application to fractals in Section 4, we need a reﬁnement of the previous
theorem.
Proposition 1.13. Let a; b be elements of M, and assume there are A; BX1 such that
1
A
aðBxÞpbðxÞpAaðx
B
Þ; for all x large enough. Then
%
dða"bÞ ¼
%
dðaÞ ¼
%
dðbÞ; ð1:16Þ
dða"bÞ ¼ dðaÞ ¼ dðbÞ: ð1:17Þ
Proof. From the hypotheses we get, for all x large enough,
log A þ log aðBxÞplog aðxÞ3log bðxÞplog A þ log a x
B
 
:
Therefore, from Eq. (1.15), we get
%
dða"bÞ1 ¼ lim
l-N
lim sup
x-N
ðlog aðxÞ3log bðxÞÞ þ ðlog aðlxÞ4 log bðlxÞÞ
log l
p lim
l-N
lim sup
x-N
2log A þ log aðx
B
Þ  log aðlBxÞ
log l
¼
%
dðaÞ1;
and in like manner we obtain the reversed inequality. All the other statements are
proved in the same way. &
2. Integration for spectral triples
In this section we apply the results of the previous section in order to study
traceability properties of compact operators and then to interpret them in the
framework of Alain Connes’ Noncommutative Geometry.
2.1. Singular traceability
The theory of singular traces on BðHÞ; namely positive trace functionals
vanishing on the ﬁnite rank projections, was developed by Dixmier [9], who ﬁrst
showed their existence, and then in [1,33]. For the theory of nonpositive traces see
[11]. For generalizations to von Neumann algebras and C-algebras see
[2,5,10,17,18]. Any tracial weight is ﬁnite on an ideal contained in KðHÞ and
may be decomposed as a sum of a singular trace and a multiple of the normal trace.
Therefore the study of (nonnormal) traces on BðHÞ is the same as the study of
singular traces. Moreover, because of singularity and unitary invariance, a singular
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trace depends only on the eigenvalue asymptotics, namely, if a and b are positive
compact operators on H and mnðaÞ ¼ mnðbÞ þ oðmnðbÞÞ; mn denoting the nth
eigenvalue, then toðaÞ ¼ toðbÞ for any singular trace to: The main problem about
singular traces is therefore to detect which asymptotics may be ‘‘summed’’ by a
suitable singular trace, that is to say, which operators are singularly traceable. In
order to state the most general result in this respect we need some notation. Let a be
a compact operator. Then we denote by fmnðaÞgNn¼0 the sequence of the eigenvalues
of jaj; arranged in nonincreasing order and counted with multiplicity, and by ma the
corresponding eigenvalue function, which is equal to mkðaÞ on the interval ½k; k þ 1Þ
for any k: We denote the corresponding integral function Sma ; deﬁned in the previous
section, simply by Sa:
A compact operator is called singularly traceable if there exists a singular trace
which is ﬁnite nonzero on jaj: We observe that the domain of such singular trace
should necessarily contain the idealIðaÞ generated by a: Then the following theorem
holds.
Theorem 2.1 (Albeverio et al. [1]). A positive compact operator a is singularly
traceable iff ma is eccentric (cf. Definition 1.3). In this case there exists a sequence
xk-N such that, for any generalised limit Limo on cN; the positive functional
toðbÞ ¼ Limo
SbðxkÞ
SaðxkÞ
n o 
; bAIðaÞþ;
þN; beIðaÞ; b40;
(
is a singular trace whose domain is the ideal IðaÞ generated by a.
The best-known eigenvalue asymptotics giving rise to a singular trace is mnB
1
n
;
which implies SðxÞBlog x: The corresponding logarithmic singular trace is generally
called Dixmier trace.
Deﬁnition 2.2. If aAKðHÞ we deﬁne
%
dðaÞ ¼
%
dðmaÞ; dðaÞ ¼ dðmaÞ;
%
dðaÞ ¼
%
dðmaÞ;
dðaÞ ¼ dðmaÞ: We say that a40 is an exponent of singular traceability for a if jaja is
singularly traceable.
Theorem 2.3. Let a be a compact operator. Then, the set of singular traceability
exponents is the closed interval in ð0;NÞ whose endpoints are
%
dðaÞ and dðaÞ: In
particular, if dðaÞ is finite nonzero, it is an exponent of singular traceability.
Proof. The statement follows by Theorems 1.9, 2.1. &
Note that the interval of singular traceability may be ð0;NÞ; as shown in [20].
In [23] the previous theorem has been generalised to any semiﬁnite factor, and
some questions concerning the domain of a singular trace have been considered.
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2.2. Singular traces and spectral triples
In this section we shall discuss some notions of dimension in noncommutative
geometry in the spirit of Hausdorff–Besicovitch theory. As is known, the measure for
a noncommutative manifold is deﬁned via a singular trace applied to a suitable
power of some geometric operator (e.g. the Dirac operator of the spectral triple of
Alain Connes). Connes showed that such procedure recovers the usual volume in the
case of compact Riemannian manifolds, and more generally the Hausdorff measure
in some interesting examples [6, Section IV.3]. Let us recall that ðA;H; DÞ is called a
spectral triple whenA is an algebra acting on the Hilbert spaceH; D is a self adjoint
operator on the same Hilbert space such that ½D; a is bounded for any aAA; and D
has compact resolvent. In the following we shall assume that 0 is not an eigenvalue of
D; the general case being recovered by replacing D with DjkerðDÞ> : Such a triple is
called dþ-summable, dAð0;NÞ; when jDjd belongs to the Macaev ideal L1;N ¼
fa: Sma ðtÞlog toNg:
The noncommutative version of the integral on functions is given by the formula
TroðajDjdÞ; where Tro is the Dixmier trace, i.e. a singular trace summing
logarithmic divergences. By the arguments below, such integral can be nontrivial
only if d is the Hausdorff dimension of the spectral triple, but even this choice does
not guarantee nontriviality. However, if d is ﬁnite nonzero, we may always ﬁnd a
singular trace giving rise to a nontrivial integral.
Theorem 2.4. Let ðA;H; DÞ be a spectral triple. If s is an exponent of singular
traceability for jDj1; namely there is a singular trace to which is nontrivial on the ideal
generated by jDjs; then the functional a/toðajDjsÞ is a trace state (Hausdorff–
Besicovitch functional) on the algebra A:
Proof. It is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [8], by making use of the Ho¨lder
inequality for singular traces proved in the appendix. &
Remark 2.5. When ðA;H; DÞ is associated to an n-dimensional compact manifold
M; or to the fractal sets considered in [6], the singular trace is the Dixmier trace, and
the associated functional corresponds to the Hausdorff measure. This fact, together
with the previous theorem, motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let ðA;H; DÞ be a spectral triple, Tro the Dixmier trace.
(i) We call a-dimensional Hausdorff functional the map a/TroðajDjaÞ:
(ii) We call (Hausdorff) dimension of the spectral triple the number
dðA;H; DÞ ¼ inffd40: jDjdAL1;N0 g ¼ supfd40: jDjdeL1;Ng;
where L1;N0 ¼ fa: S
m
a ðtÞ
log t
-0g:
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(iii) We call minimal, resp. maximal dimension of the spectral triple the quantity
%
dðjDj1Þ; resp. dðjDj1Þ:
(iv) For any s between the minimal and the maximal dimension, we call the
corresponding trace state on the algebraA a Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional
on ðA;H; DÞ:
Theorem 2.7. (i) dðA;H; DÞ ¼ dðjDj1Þ:
(ii) d :¼ dðA;H; DÞ is the unique exponent, if any, such that Hd is nontrivial.
(iii) If dAð0;NÞ; it is an exponent of singular traceability.
Proof. (i) The equality directly follows from Theorem 1.4.
(ii) It follows easily from the deﬁnition.
(iii) It is a direct consequence of (i) and of Theorem 1.9. &
Let us observe that the a-dimensional Hausdorff functional depends on the
generalized limit procedure o; however its value is uniquely determined on the
operators aAA such that ajDjd is measurable in the sense of Connes [6]. By an
abuse of language we call measurable such operators.
As in the commutative case, the dimension is the supremum of the a’s such that the
a-dimensional Hausdorff measure is everywhere inﬁnite and the inﬁmum of the a’s
such that the a-dimensional Hausdorff measure is identically zero. Concerning the
nontriviality of the d-dimensional Hausdorff functional, we have the same situation
as in the classical case. Indeed, according to the previous result, a nontrivial
Hausdorff functional is unique (on measurable operators) but does not necessarily
exist. In fact, if the eigenvalue asymptotics of D is e.g. n log n; the Hausdorff
dimension is one, but the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure gives the null
functional.
However, if we consider all singular traces, not only the logarithmic ones, and the
corresponding trace functionals on A; as we said, there exists a nontrivial trace
functional associated with dðA;H; DÞAð0;NÞ; but dðA;H; DÞ is not characterized
by this property. In fact, this is true if and only if the minimal and the maximal
dimension coincide. A sufﬁcient condition is the following.
Proposition 2.8. Let ðA;H; DÞ be a spectral triple with finite nonzero dimension d. If
there exists lim mnðD
1Þ
m2nðD1ÞAð1;NÞ; d is the unique exponent of singular traceability of D
1:
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 1.9, since the existence of the limit above
implies
%
d ¼ d ¼ d ¼ 1
log 2
log lim mnm2n
 
: &
2.3. Direct sums and tensor products of spectral triples
We study here the behaviour of noncommutative dimensions under direct sum and
tensor product.
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Proposition 2.9. Let A; B be compact operators. Then
mA"B ¼ mA"mB:
Proof. In the deﬁnition of mA"mB; choose *mA to be the function deﬁned on
two copies of Rþ which is equal to mA on the ﬁrst copy and to zero on the
second. Analogously, set *mB to be equal to mB on the second copy and to zero
on the ﬁrst. Recall that the distribution function of m is lmðtÞ :¼ measfx: mðxÞ4tg
(cf. [3,12]). We clearly have l *mAþ *mB ¼ lmA þ lmB and also lA"B ¼ lmA þ lmB : The
thesis follows. &
Corollary 2.10. Let Ai ¼ ðAi;Hi; DiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; and A ¼ ðA;H1"H2; D1"D2Þ; be
spectral triples. Then dðAÞ ¼ dðA1Þ3dðA2Þ: The interval ½
%
dðAÞ; dðAÞ is contained in
the interval ½
%
dðA1Þ4
%
dðA2Þ; dðA1Þ3dðA2Þ:
Proof. Immediately follows by Propositions 1.11, 2.9 and Theorem 1.12. &
Let Ai ¼ ðAi;Hi; DiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; be spectral triples. Then their tensor product is the
spectral triple A1#A2 ¼ ðA;H; DÞ; where A :¼A1#A2; H :¼H1#H2; and D
is deﬁned in different ways according to the parity of the two triples, but D2 is, up to
a ﬁnite multiplicity, always equal to D21#1þ 1#D22:
Proposition 2.11. With notation as above,
dðA1#A2ÞpdðA1Þ þ dðA2Þ:
Proof. Let zDðaÞ :¼
PN
n¼0 mnðDÞa; aAR; denote the ‘‘zeta’’ function of the spectral
triple ðA;H; DÞ; and analogously for ðAi;Hi; DiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2: Then, if cAN denotes
the multiplicity, and ai4dðAi;Hi; DiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; we have
zDða1 þ a2Þ ¼
XN
n¼0
mnðD2Þða1þa2Þ=2 ¼ c
XN
n¼0
mnðD21#1þ 1#D22Þða1þa2Þ=2
¼ c
XN
i; j¼0
fmiðD1Þ2 þ mjðD2Þ2gða1þa2Þ=2
p c
XN
i; j¼0
miðD1Þa1mjðD2Þa2 ¼ czD1ða1ÞzD2ða2Þ;
which converges. Therefore, by Theorem 1.4, we get the thesis. &
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3. Fractals in R: Classical aspects
3.1. Preliminaries
Let ðX ; rÞ be a metric space, and let h: ½0;NÞ-½0;NÞ be nondecreasing and
right-continuous, with hð0Þ ¼ 0: When ECX ; deﬁne, for any d40; HhdðEÞ :¼
inffPNi¼1 hðdiam AiÞ: Si Ai*E; diam Aipdg: Then the Hausdorff–Besicovitch
(outer) measure of E is deﬁned as
HhðEÞ :¼ lim
d-0
HhdðEÞ:
If hðtÞ ¼ ta; Ha is called Hausdorff (outer) measure of order a40: The number
dHðEÞ :¼ supfa40: HaðEÞ ¼ þNg ¼ inffa40: HaðEÞ ¼ 0g
is called Hausdorff dimension of E: Let NeðEÞ be the least number of closed balls of
radius e40 necessary to cover E: Then the numbers
dBðEÞ :¼ lim sup
e-0þ
log NeðEÞ
log e ; dBðEÞ :¼ lim infe-0þ
log NeðEÞ
log e
are called upper and lower box dimensions of E:
In case X ¼ RN ; setting SeðEÞ :¼ fxARN : rðx; EÞpeg; it is known that dBðEÞ ¼
N  lim inf e-0þ log vol SeðEÞlog e and dBðEÞ ¼ N  lim supe-0þ log vol SeðEÞlog e : E is said d-
Minkowski measurable if the following limit exists:
MdðEÞ :¼ lim
e-0þ
vol SeðEÞ
eNd
Að0;NÞ:
This implies that the upper and lower box dimensions coincide. The quantityMdðEÞ
is called d-Minkowski content of E: He and Lapidus [25] have recently generalised
that as follows. If h: ½0;NÞ-½0;NÞ is non-decreasing and hð0Þ ¼ 0; E is said
h-Minkowski measurable if the following limit exists:
MhðEÞ :¼ lim
e-0
vol SeðEÞ hðeÞeN Að0;NÞ:
The quantity MhðEÞ is called h-Minkowski content of E:
3.2. Fractals in R
By a fractal in R we mean a compact, totally disconnected subset of R; without
isolated points. Let F be such a set, and denote by ½a; b the least closed interval
containing F : Then ½a; b\F is the disjoint union of open intervals ðan; bnÞ; which we
assume ordered in such a way that fbn  angnAN is a decreasing sequence. Notice that
F is determined by the sequence of intervals fðan; bnÞgnAN: Then F has Lebesgue
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measure zero iff
PN
n¼1 ðbn  anÞ ¼ b  a; and, in that case, (cf. e.g. [32])
dBðFÞ ¼ lim sup
n-N
log n
jlogðbn  anÞj: ð3:1Þ
We will be interested in fractals constructed out of a family fwni: i ¼
1;y; pn; nANg of contracting similarities of R; with dilation parameters lni; such
that
(i) wnið½a; bÞC½a; b;
(ii) wnið½a; bÞ-wnjð½a; bÞ ¼ |; iaj; nAN;
(iii)
Spn
i¼1 wniðfa; bgÞ*fa; bg; nAN:
For any nAN; set wnðOÞ :¼
Spn
i¼1 wniðOÞ; OCR; and Wn :¼ w13w23?3wn: Then
fWnð½a; bÞg is a decreasing sequence of compact sets, containing fa; bg: Denote by F
its intersection. Then
Proposition 3.1. F is a fractal in R: It has Lebesgue measure zero iff
Y
n
Xpn
i¼1
lni
 !
¼ 0:
We call the fractals described above limit fractals (cf. [20,21] for alternate, more
general deﬁnitions). If pn ¼ p; for all nAN; and the similarity parameters lni do not
depend on n; F is a self-similar fractal [26]. If the similarity parameters lni do not
depend on i; F is called a translation fractal (cf. [27]). Observe that for a translation
fractal the condition (ii) above implies pnlno1:
The fractal is called symmetric, if wnð½a; bÞ ¼
Spn
i¼1 ½a þ ði  1Þdn; a þ ði  1Þdn þ
ln; where dn :¼ ðbaÞpnlnpn1 : In this case F is uniquely determined by the sequences
fpng; flng:
3.3. Symmetries of limit fractals
Let us denote by Fn the set
TN
k¼0 wnþ13wnþ23?3wnþkð½a; bÞ: We clearly have
F ¼ w13w23?3wnðFnÞ: Therefore, if s denotes a multiindex of length jsj ¼ n; and
ws :¼ w1sð1Þ3w2sð2Þ3?3wnsðnÞ; we have F ¼
S
jsj¼n wsðFnÞ; with disjoint union.
We call the similarity maps ws03w1s : wsðFnÞ/ws0 ðFnÞ; jsj ¼ js0j ¼ n; nAN;
generating symmetries of the limit fractal F :
Observe that if the fractal is a translation fractal the generating symmetries are
indeed isometries.
Let us consider a triple ðO1;O2; SÞ where O1;O2 are (relatively) open subsets of F
and S is a one-to-one similarity with scaling parameter l between O1 and O2: We say
that a measure m on F is homogeneous of order a40 for the triple ðO1;O2; SÞ if
mðO2Þ ¼ lamðO1Þ:
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Proposition 3.2. Let F be a limit fractal. Then, for any aAð0; 1Þ; there is a unique
probability measure ma; with support F, homogeneous of order a w.r.t. the generating
symmetries of the fractal. All these measures are distinct, unless F is a translation
fractal, in which case they all coincide.
Proof. For any n; the homogeneity condition uniquely determines the measure of the
sets wsðFnÞ; jsj ¼ n: Indeed, if ws has similarity parameter ls;
1 ¼ maðFÞ ¼
X
js0j¼n
maðws0 ðFnÞÞ
¼
X
js0j¼n
maðws03w1s ðwsðFnÞÞÞ
¼
X
js0j¼n
ðls0l1s ÞamaðwsðFnÞÞ
¼ las maðwsðFnÞÞ
X
js0 j¼n
ðls0 Þa
namely
maðwsðFnÞÞ ¼ las
X
js0 j¼n
ðls0 Þa
0
@
1
A
1
:
The measure uniquely extends to the sigma-algebra generated by these sets, which
clearly coincides with the family of Borel subsets of F : The second statement is
obvious. &
Remark 3.3. It has been proved in [27] that, when F is a translation fractal in R;
there is a gauge function h such that the corresponding Hausdorff–Besicovitch
measure Hh is non-trivial on F : Since any Hausdorff–Besicovitch measure is
isometry invariant, it satisﬁes the hypotheses of the previous proposition, hence
HhjF coincides (up to a constant) with the homogeneous measure m:
4. Fractals in R: Noncommutative aspects
4.1. The lacunary spectral triple
Let F be a fractal in R; namely a compact, totally disconnected subset of R;
without isolated points. Now we introduce a ‘‘lacunary’’ spectral triple for the fractal
F ; namely a spectral triple completely determined by the ‘‘lacunae’’ of F ; hence in
particular canonically associated to F : Amendments to this spectral triple will be
discussed below. Let a; b; an; bn be as in Section 3.2, and denote by In the lacuna
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ðan; bnÞ: Set Hc ¼"Nn¼1HðInÞ; Dc ¼"Nn¼1DðInÞ; where
HðIÞ :¼ c2ð@IÞ; ð4:1Þ
DðIÞ :¼ 1jI j
0 1
1 0
 
: ð4:2Þ
Consider the action of CðFÞ on Hc by left multiplication: ð f xÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞxðxÞ;
xADc :¼ fan; bn: nANg; and deﬁne A :¼ LipðFÞ: Then
Theorem 4.1. (i) ðA;Hc; DcÞ is a spectral triple
(ii) the characteristic values of D1c are the numbers bn  an; nAN; each with
multiplicity 2.
If F is Minkowski measurable, and has box dimension dAð0; 1Þ; then
(iii) jDcjdAL1;N:
(iv) TroðjDcjdÞ ¼ 2dð1 dÞMdðFÞ:
Proof. It is due to Connes [6], using results of Lapidus and Pomerance [30]. &
Making use of recent results of He and Lapidus [25], we can improve on the
previous theorem. Recall from [25] that the family of gauge functions Gd ; for
dAð0; 1Þ; consists of the functions h: ð0;NÞ-ð0;NÞ which are continuous, strictly
increasing, with limx-0 hðxÞ ¼ 0; limx-N hðxÞ ¼N; and satisfy
lim
x-0
hðtxÞ
hðxÞ ¼ t
d
uniformly in t on any compact subset of ð0;NÞ; and one more condition (H3), which
will not be needed in the following. Then, setting gðxÞ :¼ h1ð1=xÞ; x40; we have
Theorem 4.2. Let dAð0; 1Þ; and hAGd ; and assume F is h-Minkowski measurable.
Then
(i) the function gd is eccentric, so it gives rise to a singular trace
th;oðaÞ ¼ Limo SaðnÞ
Sgd ðnÞ
 
:
(ii) d ¼ dðA;Hc; DcÞ and is the unique exponent of singular traceability of D1c :
(iii) th;oðjDcjdÞ ¼ 2dð1 dÞMhðFÞ; and is therefore independent of the state o:
Proof. (i) Recall from [25], Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, that F is h-Minkowski measurable
iff there is L40 such that bn  anBLgðnÞ; n-N; and in this case MhðFÞ ¼ 21d Ld1d :
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Besides, it follows from [25], Lemma 3.1 that
lim
z-N
gðtzÞ
gðzÞ ¼
1
t1=d
;
for any t40: Therefore
lim
z-N
log gðzÞ
log 1=z
¼ 1
d
which shows that gd is eccentric.
(ii) First observe that
lim
z-N
gðtz þ aÞ
gðzÞ ¼
1
t1=d
; ð4:3Þ
for any t40; aAR: Indeed, for any eAð0; tÞ; there is ze40 such that ðt  eÞzptz þ
apðt þ eÞz; z4ze; so that
1
ðt þ eÞ1=d
¼ lim
z-N
gððt þ eÞzÞ
gðzÞ p limz-N
gðtz þ aÞ
gðzÞ
p lim
z-N
gððt  eÞzÞ
gðzÞ ¼
1
ðt  eÞ1=d
;
and the thesis follows from the arbitrariness of e:
Let us now denote by mn the nth characteristic value of D
1
c : Because of the
previous theorem, m2n1 ¼ m2n ¼ bn  an; so that
lim
n-N
m2n
m4n
¼ lim
n-N
gðnÞ
gð2nÞ ¼ 2
1=d ;
lim
n-N
m2n1
m4n2
¼ lim
n-N
gðnÞ
gð2n  1Þ ¼ 2
1=d ;
where the last equality follows from (4.3). Therefore limn-N
mn
m2n
¼ 21=d ; and, by
Proposition 2.8 and its proof, we conclude.
(iii) Let us ﬁrst observe that
( lim
t-N
mðtÞ
gðtÞ ¼ aA½0;N 3 ( limn-N
mð2nÞ
gð2nÞ ¼ aA½0;N:
Indeed, for any t40; there is nAN such that tAð2n  2; 2n; so that
gð2nÞ
gð2n  2Þ
mð2nÞ
gð2nÞ ¼
mð2nÞ
gð2n  2Þp
mðtÞ
gðtÞp
mð2n  2Þ
gð2nÞ ¼
mð2n  2Þ
gð2n  2Þ
gð2n  2Þ
gð2nÞ
and the thesis follows from (4.3).
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Now assume that
RN
0
gðtÞd dt ¼N: Then
lim
t-N
R t
0 mðsÞd dsR t
0 gðsÞd ds
¼ limt-N mðtÞ
gðtÞ
 d
¼ lim
n-N
mð2nÞ
gð2nÞ
 d
¼ lim
n-N
bn  an
gðnÞ
gðnÞ
gð2nÞ
 d
2Ld ¼ 2dð1 dÞMhðFÞ:
We can proceed in a similar way if
RN
0
gðtÞd dtoN: &
Even if F is not h-Minkowski measurable, we have that, by Theorem 2.4, any
singular traceability exponent gives rise to a trace state on the C-algebra of
continuous functions on the fractal, namely to a probability measure on the fractal.
In particular,
Theorem 4.3. (i) For any singular traceability exponent s for jDcj1 we get a
Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional on the spectral triple, giving rise to a probability
measure m on F.
(ii) Let F have zero Lebesgue measure. Then dðA;Hc; DcÞ ¼ dBðFÞ: Therefore, if
dBðFÞa0; we get a corresponding measure on F.
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 2.4 (cf. Deﬁnition 2.6) and Riesz Theorem.
(ii) follows by Eq. (3.1) and Theorem 4.1(i), (ii). &
4.2. The reconstruction of the metric
First we discuss the ‘‘lacunary’’ metric on the fractal, namely the metric on F
determined a` la Connes via the lacunary spectral triple. As explained below, such
metric does not coincide in general with the original one.
Let us ﬁrst compute jj½Dc; f jj: Observe that, setting I ¼ ðx; yÞ;
jj½DðIÞ; f j@I jj ¼
1
jI j
0 1
1 0
 
;
f ðxÞ 0
0 f ðyÞ
  


 ¼ f ðyÞ  f ðxÞy  x

:
Therefore we have
jj½Dc; f jj ¼ sup
n
jj½DðInÞ; f j@In jj ¼ sup
n
f ðbnÞ  f ðanÞ
bn  an

pjj f jjLipðFÞ: ð4:4Þ
Theorem 4.4. Let F be a compact, totally disconnected subset of R with no isolated
points. Then the lacunary metric
dcðx; yÞ ¼ supfj f ðyÞ  f ðxÞj: fACðFÞ; jj½Dc; f jjp1g ð4:5Þ
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coincides with the one induced by the metric on R if and only if F has Lebesgue measure
zero.
Proof. Assume F has Lebesgue measure zero. Now, for any fACðFÞ; we denote by f˜
the continuous function on ½a; b coinciding with f on F and linear on any interval
½an; bn: For any pair of points xoy in F ; let us denote by Iðx; yÞ the family of
lacunary intervals In which are subsets of ½x; y: Then
j f ðyÞ  f ðxÞj ¼
X
IAIðx;yÞ
Z
I
*f 0ðtÞ dt


p
X
IAIðx;yÞ
jI jjj½DðIÞ; f j@I jjpjy  xjjj½Dc; f jj:
Comparing the previous inequality with (4.4) we get jj f jjLipðFÞ ¼ jj½Dc; f jj; namely
the equality dc ¼ d:
Conversely, assuming F has positive Lebesgue measure, let f be the restriction to
F of the primitive of the characteristic function of F : Clearly jj½Dc; lf jj ¼ 0 for any
l40; hence dcðx; yÞ ¼ þN for any pair x; y in F which are not boundary of the same
lacuna. &
Connes proposed us an emendation of the lacunary spectral triple in order to
reproduce the original distance also in the case of positive Lebesgue measure. In the
case of the Cantor middle third set, the idea is to add to the lacunary intervals also
the images of the interval ½0; 1 under the similarity maps [7].
For a general compact, totally disconnected fractal F ; the idea of Connes may be
generalized as follows:
Assign the family Fn of (closed) ﬁlled intervals of level n and the family Ln of
(open) lacunary intervals of level n in such a way that
* F ¼ Tn SIAFn I ;
* LnDLnþ1;
* In :¼Fn,Ln form a ﬁnite partition of ½a; b for any n:
Then, setting I ¼ Sn In; and, according to the notation in Sections 3.2 and 3.3,
H ¼"IAIHðIÞ; D ¼"IAIDðIÞ; we get that ðA;H; DÞ is a spectral triple,
A being the -algebra of Lipschitz functions. Moreover,
Theorem 4.5. Let F be a compact, totally disconnected subset of R with no isolated
points. Then the spectral triple ðA;H; DÞ reconstructs the original distance on F.
Proof. For any pair xoy in the boundary of some lacunae, there exists a k
such that both x and y belong to the boundary of some interval of level k:
Therefore, setting Ikðx; yÞ for the family of intervals of level k which are subsets of
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½x; y; we have
j f ðyÞ  f ðxÞjp
X
IAIkðx;yÞ
jI jjj½DðIÞ; f j@I jjpjy  xjjj½D; f jj:
Since F is totally disconnected, x and y vary in a dense subset of F ; therefore,
by continuity, the previous inequality holds for any pair x; yAF ; giving
jjf jjLipðFÞpjj½D; f jj: On the other hand, as in (4.4), the converse inequality holds
too, hence the result follows. &
4.3. A spectral triple for limit fractals
The spectral triple described in the previous subsection depends on the choice of
the ﬁlled and lacunary intervals of level n: Of course, one may either select the ﬁlled
intervals of level n ﬁrst, and then the lacunae as the connected components of the
complement, or the converse. The ﬁrst choice appears very natural in the case of
limit fractals, therefore we shall adopt this point of view, limiting our further analysis
to this family.
Deﬁnition 4.6. Let F be a limit fractal, with similarities wn;i: We setFn to be ws½a; b;
where s varies in the set of multi-indices of length n:
The Dirac operator is a direct sum of the lacunary Dirac Dc and the Dirac
Df ¼"nAN;IAFn DðIÞ acting on the Hilbert space Hf ¼"nAN;IAFnHðIÞ:
We chooseA to be the -algebra of Lipschitz functions, acting onH by pointwise
multiplication.
Remark 4.7. (1) The spectral triple ðA;H; DÞ reconstructs the original distance on
F ; by Theorem 4.5. Any singular traceability exponent, namely any number between
%
dðA;H; DÞ and dðA;H; DÞ gives rise to a Hausdorff–Besicovitch functional onA;
by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
(2) ðA;Hf ; Df Þ is a spectral triple, indeed it is exactly the spectral triple we
proposed in [20] for limit fractals in Rn:
(3) Concerning the second choice, namely deﬁning the intervals I by selecting the
lacunae ﬁrst, one may e.g. call ln the values of the lengths of the lacunae arranged in
decreasing order, and thenLn the lacunae of length lower equal than ln: While this
choice is completely canonical, even the analysis of self-similar fractals is far less
obvious than the corresponding one for the lacunary spectral triple. However, the
spectral triple corresponding to such a choice coincides with the one in Deﬁnition 4.6
in the case of uniformly generated symmetric fractals.
In the following we shall prove some results on the dimensions and measures
associated with the spectral triple of a limit fractal. The results are generally stated
for the triple ðA;H; DÞ; but hold also for the ‘‘lacunary’’ and ‘‘ﬁlled’’ spectral
triples. Indeed, we shall prove such properties for the latter triples, then showing that
they remain valid for the direct sum of the Dirac operators.
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Theorem 4.8. Let F be a limit fractal, s a singular traceability exponent for jDj1; to a
corresponding singular trace. Then, for any continuous function f on F,
toð f jDjsÞ ¼
Z
F
f dms; ð4:6Þ
where ms is the measure introduced in Proposition 3.2. In particular continuous
functions are measurable, namely the integral of continuous functions does not depend
on the generalized limit procedure o:
Before proving the theorem, we give a corollary which follows immediately from
Remark 3.3.
Corollary 4.9. If F is a translation fractal, all the Hausdorff–Besicovitch functionals on
A described above give rise to the same measure, which is indeed the restriction to F of
the Hausdorff–Besicovitch measure constructed in [27].
Let us ﬁrst discuss the statement above for the lacunary Dirac operator.
Lemma 4.10. The probability measure m on F associated with a singular traceability
exponent s for jDcj1 has the following property:
mðO2Þ ¼ lsmðO1Þ; ð4:7Þ
where O1; O2 are relatively open subsets of F related by a similarity of parameter l:
Proof. Observe that given any ðO1;O2; SÞ; where O1;O2 are clopen sets in F and
S: O1-O2 is a one-to-one similarity of parameter l; we have that the sizes of the
lacunae in O1 are multiples of the sizes of the lacunae in O2 with scaling l: Therefore,
by Theorem 4.1(ii), the eigenvalues of wO1 jDcjs are multiples of the eigenvalues of
wO2 jDcjs with scaling ls: As a consequence the measure of O1 is equal to ls times the
measure of O2: This clearly extends to pairs of open sets O1;O2: &
Previous lemma can be void for general fractals, namely there may be no non-
trivial triples ðO1;O2; SÞ: However, if limit fractals are concerned, the generating
symmetries determine the measure ms introduced in Proposition 3.2, hence we have
proved
Proposition 4.11. Eq. (4.6) holds for the lacunary Dirac.
The proof for the ﬁlled Dirac operator is analogous. Indeed the following lemma is
a direct consequence of the deﬁnition of Df :
Lemma 4.12. The eigenvalues of Df are the numbers ðb  aÞls; each with multiplicity
two, where we have set ls ¼
Q
i¼1;y;jsj li;si :
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Then, if O1;O2 are clopen sets in F related by a generating symmetry of F ; the
eigenvalues of wO1 jDf js are multiples of the eigenvalues of wO2 jDf js with scaling ls:
Reasoning as above, we have
Proposition 4.13. Eq. (4.6) holds for the filled Dirac.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. If O1;O2 are clopen sets in F related by a generating
symmetry of F ; the eigenvalues of wO1 jDjs are multiples of the eigenvalues of
wO2 jDjs with scaling ls; since this property holds for the two direct summands Dc
and Df : The result then follows. &
Remark 4.14. Let us note that in spite of the fact that Eq. (4.6) holds for the three
Dirac operators, the singularity exponents for the different Dirac’s are different in
general. They will coincide however for uniformly generated symmetric fractals.
Theorem 4.15. Let F be a self-similar fractal, and dAð0; 1Þ its Hausdorff dimension.
Then d is the unique exponent of singular traceability for D1; and the Hausdorff
functional on the spectral triple gives rise to the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure on F,
up to a multiplicative constant. In particular the commutative and noncommutative
Hausdorff dimensions coincide.
Proof. Set Dc :¼ fan; bn: nANg; Df :¼TsAS fsðaÞ; sðbÞg; where T denotes dis-
joint union, and S is the set of all multi-indices. Deﬁne the following operators on
c2ðDcÞ:
Sc; jxðbÞ :¼
xðw1j ðbÞÞ; bAwjDc;
0; bewjDc;
(
and analogously for Sf ; j on c
2ðDf Þ; j ¼ 1;y; p: Then Sc; j and Sf ; j are isometries
and jDcjs ¼
Pp
j¼1 l
s
j Sc; j jDcjsSc; j; and an analogous formula for jDf js: Hence,
with Sj :¼ Sc; j"Sf ; j; we obtain jDjs ¼
Pp
j¼1 l
s
j SjjDjsSj : Therefore, if s is an
exponent of singular traceability for jDj1; the corresponding Hausdorff–Besicovitch
functional is homogeneous of order s: This implies that s coincides with d; namely d
is the unique exponent of singular traceability. We now prove that the d-dimensional
Hausdorff functional corresponds to the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let us
compute the zeta functions of Dc and Df separately:
zf ðsÞ :¼TrðjDf jsÞ ¼ 2ðb  aÞ
X
s
lss ¼ 2ðb  aÞ
XN
n¼0
X
jsj¼n
Yn
j¼1
lssð jÞ
¼ 2ðb  aÞ
XN
n¼0
Xp
j¼1
lsj
 !n
¼ 2ðb  aÞ
1Ppj¼1 lsj ;
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so that
lims-d ðs  dÞzf ðsÞ ¼
2ðb  aÞPp
j¼1 l
d
j logð1=ljÞ
;
which, using [6, Proposition IV.2.b:4], implies that the Hausdorff functional is non-
trivial. As for Dc; denoting by c1;y; cp1 the lengths of the connected components
of ½a; b\Spj¼1 wjð½a; bÞ; we obtain
zcðsÞ :¼ TrðjDcjsÞ ¼ 2
Xp1
j¼1
csj
X
s
lss ¼
2
Pp1
j¼1 c
s
j
1Ppj¼1 lsj ;
so that
lim
s-d
ðs  dÞzcðsÞ ¼
2
Pp1
j¼1 c
d
jPp
j¼1 l
d
j logð1=ljÞ
;
which, using [6, Proposition IV.2.b:4], implies that the Hausdorff functional is
non-trivial. The thesis follows from the fact that TrðjDjsÞ ¼ zf ðsÞ þ zcðsÞ; and
Theorem 4.8. &
Also in the case of symmetric fractals we have a formula for the noncommutative
Hausdorff dimension. We recall that symmetric fractals (with convex hull ½0; 1)
are determined by two sequences fpng; flng; where pn is a natural number greater
or equal than 2 and pnlno1: We say that the fractal is uniformly generated
if supn pnoN and supn pnlno1: In this case the fractal is Lebesgue null, cf.
Proposition 3.1.
Theorem 4.16. Let ðA;H; DÞ be the spectral triple associated with a uniformly
generated symmetric fractal F, where the similarities wn;i; i ¼ 1;y; pn have scaling
parameter ln: Then
dðA;H; DÞ ¼ lim sup
n
Pn
1 log pkPn
1 log 1=lk
;
and such dimension coincides with the upper box dimension of F.
Proof. The thesis will follow from the next two propositions, Corollary 2.10 and
Theorem 4.3(ii). &
Proposition 4.17. Let F be a uniformly generated symmetric fractal as before. Then
dðA;Hc; DcÞ ¼ lim sup
n
Pn
1 log pkPn
1 log 1=lk
:
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Proof. It is not restrictive to assume a ¼ 0; b ¼ 1: Then the eigenvalues of jDcj1 are
given by
*Lk ¼ 1 pkþ1lkþ1
pkþ1  1
Yk
j¼1
lj ð4:8Þ
with multiplicity 2P˜k ¼ 2ð pkþ1  1Þ
Qk
j¼1 pj; kAN,f0g: Therefore,
TrðjDcjaÞ ¼ 2
XN
k¼0
ð1 pkþ1lkþ1Það pkþ1  1Þ1a
Yk
i¼1
piðliÞa:
Setting Ln :¼
Qn
k¼1 lk; Pn :¼
Qn
k¼1 pk; we obtain
TrðjDcjaÞ ¼ 2
XN
k¼0
ð1 pkþ1lkþ1Það pkþ1  1Þ1aPkLak
¼ 2
XN
k¼0
ð1 pkþ1lkþ1Það pkþ1  1Þ1a
 exp log Pk 1 a log 1=Lk
log Pk
  
:
By the nth root criterion for series, the series diverges/converges if
lim sup
k
ð1 pkþ1lkþ1Þa
ðpkþ1  1Þa1
exp log Pk 1 a log 1=Lk
log Pk
   !1=k
_1;
namely, since by the uniform generation assumption limkð1 pklkÞ1=k ¼ 1 and
limkðpk  1Þ1=k ¼ 1; if
lim sup
k
log Pk
k
1 a log 1=Lk
log Pk
 
_0;
and, ﬁnally, if
lim sup
k
log Pk
log 1=Lk
_a;
which implies that lim supk
log Pk
log 1=Lk
is the abscissa of convergence of the zeta function
of jDcj1; hence the spectral dimension by Theorem 2.7(i). &
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Proposition 4.18. Let F be a uniformly generated symmetric fractal as before. Then
dðA;Hf ; Df Þ ¼ lim sup
n
Pn
1 log pkPn
1 log 1=lk
:
Proof. It is not restrictive to assume a ¼ 0; b ¼ 1: Then the eigenvalues of jDf j1
are given by Lk ¼
Qk
j¼0 lj; with multiplicity 2Pk ¼ 2
Qk
j¼0 pj; kAN,f0g; where we
have set l0 :¼ 1; p0 :¼ 1: Therefore,
TrðjDf jaÞ ¼ 2
XN
k¼0
Yk
i¼1
piðliÞa ¼ 2
XN
k¼0
PkLak
¼ 2
XN
k¼0
exp log Pk 1 a log 1=Lk
log Pk
  
:
As in the proof of the previous theorem we conclude. &
Remark 4.19. In [22] we deﬁne pointwise tangential upper and lower dimensions for
subspaces of Rn: It turns out that for the uniformly generated symmetric fractals,
such dimensions are constant and equal, respectively, to the maximal and minimal
dimension computed below.
Theorem 4.20. Let ðA;H; DÞ be the spectral triple associated with a uniformly
generated symmetric fractal F, where the similarities wn;i; i ¼ 1;y; pn have scaling
parameter ln: Then
%
dðA;H; DÞ ¼ lim inf
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
;
dðA;H; DÞ ¼ lim sup
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
:
As before, we ﬁrst discuss the lacunary case.
Proposition 4.21. Let F be a uniformly generated symmetric fractal, with the notations
above. Then
%
dðA;Hc; DcÞ ¼ lim inf
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
;
dðA;Hc; DcÞ ¼ lim sup
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
:
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Proof. Making use of the deﬁnitions in (4.8), one gets
mjDcj1ðxÞ ¼ *Lk;
Xk1
m¼0
P˜moxp
Xk
m¼0
P˜m:
Because of Lemma 1.2
%
d1; resp. d
1
; is equal to the lim sup; resp. lim inf when t and
h go toN; of the quantity 1
h
ðlog 1=mðetþhÞ  log 1=mðetÞÞ; which may be rewritten as
log 1= *Lk  log 1= *Lm
log ðPkj¼0 P˜j  WkP˜kÞ  logðPmj¼0 P˜j  W0mP˜mÞ ð4:9Þ
for suitable constants Wk; W
0
k in ½0; 1Þ: Since the denominator goes to inﬁnity, additive
perturbations of the numerator and of the denominator by bounded sequences do
not alter the lim sup; resp. lim inf ; therefore the uniform generation hypotheses
imply that ratio (4.9) can be replaced by
log 1=Lk  log 1=Lm
log Pk  log Pm : ð4:10Þ
Finally, since the denominator log Pk  log Pm goes to inﬁnity if and only if
k  m-N; the thesis follows. &
Then we discuss the ﬁlled case. Indeed for such spectral triple the result holds in
more generality, namely for any symmetric fractal.
Proposition 4.22. Let F be a symmetric fractal, with the notations above. Then
%
dðA;Hf ; Df Þ ¼ lim inf
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
;
dðA;Hf ; Df Þ ¼ lim sup
n;k
Pnþk
j¼n log pjPnþk
j¼n log 1=lj
:
Proof. In this case, the eigenvalues of jDf j1 are the numbers Lk; each with
multiplicity 2Pk: Therefore, the quantity
1
h
ðlog 1=mðetþhÞ  log 1=mðetÞÞ; may be
rewritten as
log 1=Lk  log 1=Lm
logðPkj¼0 Pj  WkPkÞ  logðPmj¼0 Pj  W0mPmÞ ð4:11Þ
for suitable constants Wk; W
0
k in ½0; 1Þ:
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Let us observe that, since piX2;
log
Xk
j¼0
Pj  WkPk
 !
 log Pkp log
Pk
j¼0 Pj
Pk
¼ log
Xk
j¼0
Yk
i¼jþ1
1
pi
 !
plog 2;
therefore, as before, the ratio above may be replaced by
log 1=Lk  log 1=Lm
log Pk  log Pm : ð4:12Þ
The thesis follows as before. &
Now we turn to the triple ðA;H; DÞ:
Proof of Theorem 4.20. The result will follow from Propositions 4.21 and 4.22 if we
show that the assumptions of Proposition 1.13 are satisﬁed. Let us observe that
A :¼ max sup
k
*Lk
Lk
; sup
k
Lk
*Lk
 
¼ sup
k
pkþ1  1
1 pkþ1lkþ1
is ﬁnite by hypothesis. Also
B :¼ max sup
m
Pkþ1
m¼0 P˜mPk
m¼0 Pm
; sup
m
Pkþ1
m¼0 PmPk
m¼0 P˜m
 !
is ﬁnite. Indeed, setting p ¼ supm pm;Pkþ1
m¼0 P˜mPk
m¼0 Pm
¼
Pkþ1
m¼0ðpmþ1  1ÞPmPk
m¼0 Pm
p ð p  1Þ 1þ Pkþ1Pk
m¼0 Pm
 !
¼ð p  1Þ 1þ 1Pk
m¼0
Qkþ1
j¼mþ1 p
1
j
 !
pp2  1;
and the other bound is obtained in the same way. Therefore, ifPk1
m¼0 P˜moxp
Pk
m¼0 P˜m and
Pk1
m¼0 Pmoyp
Pk
m¼0 Pm; then x=ypB; hence
mjDcj1ðxÞ ¼ *LkpALk ¼ AmjDf j1ðyÞpAmjDf j1
x
B
 
:
The inequality in the other direction is proved in the same way. &
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We conclude this section with a corollary of the theorems above and of
Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.23. Assume F is a uniformly generated symmetric fractal, which is
h-Minkowski measurable, hAGd : Then
%
d ¼ d ¼ d ¼ dBðFÞ:
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Appendix. Ho¨lder inequalities for singular traces
For the reader’s convenience, we recall some notions from [17] that will be needed
in this section.
Let to be a singular trace on BðHÞ: Then there is a unique positive linear
functional j on the cone of positive nonincreasing right-continuous functions on
½0;NÞ; which is dilation-invariant (i.e. ajðDamÞ ¼ jðmÞ; where DamðtÞ :¼ mðatÞ;
a; t40) and such that toðaÞ ¼ jðmaÞ; for any positive compact operator a: In
particular the domain of the singular trace consists of the elements a for which jðmaÞ
is ﬁnite.
It is not known if every positive linear dilation-invariant functional j gives rise to
a singular trace to on BðHÞ via the formula toðaÞ :¼ jðmaÞ: But this is true if the
functional j is monotone, i.e. increasing (which means SmmpSmn implies jðmÞpjðnÞ)
or decreasing (which means SkmpSkn implies jðmÞpjðnÞ). This means in particular
that all known formulas for singular traces are given by a monotone functional.
We can now state the main result of this appendix.
Theorem 5.1. For any a; b in the domain of to; p; qA½1;N conjugate exponents, there
holds
jtoðabÞjptoðjabjÞpCptoðjajpÞ1=p toðjbjqÞ1=q;
where Cp :¼ 1þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p1
p
p
A½1; 2:
If to is generated by a monotone j; then one can choose Cp ¼ 1; for any
pA½1;N:
Proof. It is a consequence of the following propositions. &
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Proposition 5.2. For any a; b in the domain of to; p; qA½1;N conjugate exponents,
there holds
jtoðabÞjptoðjabjÞpCptoðjajpÞ1=ptoðjbjqÞ1=q;
where Cp :¼ 1þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p1
p
p
A½1; 2:
Proof. Let a; b40: Then, for any t40; one has mjabjððaþ bÞtÞpmaðatÞmbðbtÞ; i.e.,
DaþbmjabjpDamaDbmb; so that
toðjabjÞ ¼jðmjabjÞ ¼ ðaþ bÞjðDaþbmjabjÞ
p ðaþ bÞjðDamaDbmbÞ
p ðaþ bÞ 1
p
jððDamaÞpÞ þ
1
q
jððDbmbÞqÞ

 
¼ðaþ bÞ 1
ap
jðmpaÞ þ
1
bq
jðmqbÞ

 
¼ðaþ bÞ 1
ap
toðjajpÞ þ 1bq toðjbj
qÞ

 
;
where we used Young’s inequality and the dilation invariance of j: Therefore,
substituting a=toðjajpÞ1=p for a; and b=toðjbjqÞ1=q for b; we get
toðjabjÞpðaþ bÞðap þ bqÞabpq toðjaj
pÞ1=ptoðjbjqÞ1=q:
Set gðxÞ :¼ 1þ x
p
þ 1
xq
; so that gðb=aÞ ¼ ðaþbÞðapþbqÞabpq : Minimizing g over ð0;NÞ; we
obtain mina;b40
ðaþbÞðapþbqÞ
abpq ¼ 1þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p1
p
p
; which is easily seen to belong to ½1; 2: &
For monotone j’s the result is contained in the following propositions, but we
need a preliminary result, which is interesting on its own.
Proposition 5.3. Let a; b AKðHÞ: Then, for any nAN,f0g;
XN
i¼2n
miðabÞp
XN
i¼n
miðaÞmiðbÞ:
Proof. Let us ﬁrst assume that a; bX0; and let ab ¼ vjabj be the polar decomposition
of ab: Let H0 be a separable inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let
v0ABðH"H0Þ be a partial isometry with initial space ker jabj"H0 and ﬁnal space
ðran jabjÞ>"H0: Set u :¼ ðv"0Þ þ v0; which is a unitary operator ofH"H0: Then
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ða"0Þðb"0Þ ¼ ujða"0Þðb"0Þj: As mnða"0Þ ¼ mnðaÞ; as long as they are nonzero,
we can assume that jabj ¼ uab; with a unitary operator u:
Let us now recall that
S
k
2nðabÞ :¼
XN
i¼2n
miðabÞ ¼ inf
pAP2n
Trðjabjp>Þ
¼ inf
p;qAPn
Trððp3qÞ>uabðp3qÞ>Þ;
wherePn :¼ f pAProjðH"H0Þ: ppkerðabÞ>;TrðpÞpng: Let us denote by enðxÞ the
orthogonal projection on the eigenspace of the compact operator x associated to the
largest n eigenvalues. Choose p :¼ enðuauÞAPn and q :¼ enðbÞAPn; and denote by
an :¼ aenðaÞ>; bn :¼ bq>; so that p>uau ¼ uanu: Then
S
k
2nðabÞpTrððp3qÞ>p>uauubq>ðp3qÞ>Þ
¼Trðð p3qÞ>uanuubnðp3qÞ>Þ
¼ jTrðð p3qÞ>uanbnÞjpTrðjð p3qÞ>uanbnjÞ
pTrðjuanbnjÞ ¼ TrðjanbnjÞ
¼
XN
i¼0
miðanbnÞp
XN
i¼0
miðanÞmiðbnÞ
¼
XN
i¼0
mnþiðaÞmnþiðbÞ;
where the last inequality is Weyl’s inequality [15, p. 49].
In the case where a; b are arbitrary compact operators, let a ¼ ujaj; b ¼ jbjv;
ab ¼ wjabj be polar decompositions. Then
S
k
2nðabÞ ¼Sk2nðjabjÞ ¼ Sk2nðwabÞ ¼ Sk2nðwujajjbjvÞ
p jjwujj jjvjjSk2nðjajjbjÞ
pSk2nðjajjbjÞ
p
XN
i¼n
miðjajÞmiðjbjÞ
¼
XN
i¼n
miðaÞmiðbÞ;
where we used miðjxjÞ ¼ miðxÞ ¼ miðxÞ; and, in the last inequality, the thesis already
proved for positive compact operators. &
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Proposition 5.4. Let j be a positive linear dilation invariant monotone functional, and
let toðaÞ ¼ jðmaÞ be the singular trace it defines. Then, for any a; b in the domain of to;
p; qA½1;N conjugate exponents, there holds
jtoðabÞjptoðjabjÞptoðjajpÞ1=ptoðjbjqÞ1=q:
Proof. (i) Let us ﬁrst assume that j is increasing. Let us introduce the functions
maðtÞ :¼ mnðaÞ; tA½n; n þ 1Þ; and analogously for mb: Then Weyl’s inequality reads as
follows: Z t
0
mabðsÞ dsp
Z t
0
maðsÞmbðsÞ ds:
As j is increasing, we get
toðjabjÞ ¼jðmabÞpjðmambÞ
p 1
p
jðmapÞ þ
1
q
jðmbqÞ
¼ 1
p
toðapÞ þ 1
q
toðbqÞ;
where we used Young’s inequality for real numbers and the properties of j:
Therefore, substituting a=toðjajpÞ1=p for a; and b=toðjbjqÞ1=q for b; we get
toðjabjÞptoðjajpÞ1=ptoðjbjqÞ1=q:
(ii) Assume now that j is decreasing. Then the inequality in Proposition 5.3 reads
as follows:
2
Z N
t
mabð2sÞ ds ¼
Z N
2t
mabðsÞ dsp
Z N
t
maðsÞmbðsÞ ds:
As j is decreasing and dilation invariant, we get
toðjabjÞ ¼jðmabÞ ¼ 2jðD2mabÞpjðmambÞ
p 1
p
jðmapÞ þ
1
q
jðmbqÞ
¼ 1
p
toðapÞ þ 1
q
toðbqÞ;
where we used Young’s inequality for real numbers and the properties of j:
Therefore, the thesis follows as in (i). &
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